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As always, the enemies of Mujahideen are trying to avert the results of the 13 year jihad according to their wishes, once again they raised the question of a transitional government in which a well-known communist, Fazel Haq Khaliqyar would be included.

Indeed, this is not the only time which they wanted to test the Afghan Mujahideen by putting forward such "absured question". But, as their habit, to know the reaction of Mujahideen, they many times evaluated, Zahir Shah, the ex-King and some other westernized people who were living in the european countries. All on their turns were foiled and rejected by Mujahideen.

From the very beginning, the stance of Mujahideen is clear as the sunshine. They always rejected Intra-Afghan negotiation and stressed on set-up of an Islamic Government in Afghanistan which the majority of Afghans want that.

Infact, the recent Russians proposal for a broad-based government in Afghanistan including, Khaliqyar, the premier of puppet regime is another conspiracy aimed to safeguard their stooges in this country. But, the Russians must understand it clearly that the Afghan nation will not forgive those communists like Khaliqyar from the accountability who killed and injured millions of innocent Afghans and put into the prisons a considerable number of others.

For their safety, these communists have only one way infront of them that is, they should take advantage of the Mujahideen general amnesty and surrender themselves to them without any condition. Other wise, they themselves will be responsible if they are captured by Mujahideen during fighting.

On the other hand, Russians recent proposal regarding a transitional government in Afghanistan is another interference in the Afghanistan an internal affairs besides its military aids to the puppet regime. This sort of giving advice, actually by Russians and any other foreign countries is tantamount to interference in the internal issues of Afghans.

It may be noted that, there is no difference between Najib and Khaliqyar. They both are the communist leaders and birds of the same feather. As the acceptance of the role of such persons in the future of Afghanistan would be an act of foolishness on the part of Muslims and Mujahideen.

It must also be mentioned that the people of Afghanistan have the only right to decide about their future, not outsiders. No government will be acceptable to them except Mujahideen's one. Because, ex-King Zahir Shah and other communists were experienced in Afghanistan traitors and the destroyers of Afghanistan. Now, this will be the turn of Mujahideen who will respond and accomplish the wishes of the Afghans. That is why, the majority of the people of Afghanistan backed Mujahideen in their 13 year Jihad.

(M I D I A)
Political News:

HUNDREDS OF MILITIA'S FAMILIES DEFECT TO MUIJAHIDIN DUE TO SEVERE CONTINUED FIGHTING IN JALALABAD

MIDIA learnt through the Nangarhar provincial office that hundreds of the militia's families taking benefits from the general amnesty announced by Mujahideen, and fleeing Jalalabad and its outskirts since the beginning of offensive over Jalalabad. According to the report many of them left for Pakistan via Char Bagh of Lughman province after Mujahideen intensified operations over the Jalalabad's airport, military Division No.11 and security belt posts, on Oct 26.

MIDIA quoting a detected militia family learnt that the communist regime, though, used the locals as shades against the Mujahideen operation, but a number of the said families were able to leave their houses. Their youth were still forcibly taken to the fighting against Mujahideen, the report added.

The report quoting commander Haji Din Mohammad the security minister of IIGA contradicted the news item which was published in Pakistan press that Jalalabad fighting was stopped. Calling it baseless, he said that Mujahideen's artillery and rocket offensives were continuing over the communist regime's positions in Jalalabad. No tanks and heavy weapons were brought back from the frontline, he clarified.

He added, the regime's warplanes were continuously bombing the Surkh Rud, and Chaparhar areas and littered different mines. As a result, four Mujahids were injured. But Mujahideen were resisting against every attempt of the communist regime.

He added, the regime's warplanes were continuously bombing the Surkh Rud, and Chaparhar areas and littered different mines. As a result, four Mujahids were injured. But Mujahideen were resisting against every attempt of the communist regime.

PROF. RABBANI REJECTS ANY TRANSITIONAL GOVT. WHICH IMPOSE FROM OUTSIDERS

Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani, the head of Jamiat-i-Islami; the acting foreign minister of the Islamic Interim Govt. of Afghanistan (IIGA) rejected any transitional government which is imposed by outsiders.

While answering to MIDIA's correspondent, about Khaliquyar and Zahir Shah's rule in any future transitional govt. Prof. Rabbani said, "the Afghan Mujahid nation never accepts the present puppet regime, the ex-King Zahir Shah or any other figure to be imposed by outsiders".

He added, "Kabul regime is the garbage left from Russian military intervention in Afghanistan, so any combination under any title with such a regime is fully rejected by Mujahideen".

He said, Russians new leadership claims basic changes on the national and international relations of that country, they must not forget while they did not accept an imposed govt. through the abortive coup of hardliners. Then how Afghan Mujahid and freedom-lover nation can accept foreign interferences in its internal affairs?

He added, the solution for Afghanistan problem is cutting of foreign interferences crashing and removing of Kabul regime, establishing an Islamic govt. according to desires of Afghan freedom-lover nation.

" Transitional govt. in the transition period must be formed by the Jehadi parties only". He concluded.

RUSSIAN CONTINUE SENDING WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION TO KABUL

Afghan refugees who arrived to Peshawar recently told MIDIA's correspondent that Russian planes supply a huge quantity of weapons and ammunition to Kabul everyday.

They added, about 10-15 planes land in Khuja Rawash airport of Kabul during the end of nights up to 8:00 a.m. of morning everyday. They also added that although Russian advisors do not commute in the city, but still work in the regime's administration, ministries and specially in military bases. They said the Kabul regime is uncompetent in any affairs due to its internal differences, but the main power play by the Russian's advisors in any affairs.

They further added, the regime's officers, soldiers and militants have lost their moral due to recently military situation of the Kabul city. He concluded that the regime's Khad members and militants loot the local wealth during the curfew at night from their houses.

Khalis Warns:

IMPOSING ANY BROAD-BASE GOVT. HAVING RULE FOR KHALIQUIYAR AND ZAHIR SHAH WILL FACE STRONG REACTION FROM MUIJAHIDIN

The chief of Hizb-i-Islami (Khlis group) Mawlawi Yunos Khalis has feared that the recent developments about the Afghan issue aimed at dodging Mujahideen and termed the efforts of certain quarters as a conspiracy against Islamic Jihad and martyres of Afghanistan. he said like the Geneva accord in the past the present hectic efforts may result, into a series of conspiracies hatched by anti-Islamic forces and to interfere in the internal affair, of Afghanistan in future. In an interview with MIDIA's correspondent, he said Russians offered for dislouse as it feared a unity of Islamic countries with Afghanistan problem and a strong Islamic block in future.

He ruled out any rule of Fazel Haq Khaliquyar in future of Afghanistan and said his inclination would be like poison instead of honey. he added the real aim of Mujahideen's activities are to establish an Islamic government in Afghanistan and history could not re-allow the ex-King Zahie Shah to open another chapter in the Afghanistan affairs as he has not rendered any sevices for Afghan people. He said "I don not have any personal enemity with Zahir Shah" but he was responsible for inviting Russians to Afghanistan and a few person took part in Jehad are supporting the ex-King. Imposing of any
broadbased government having rule for Khaliqyar, Zahir Shah or any other unacceptable figure will face a strong reaction from Mujahideen, he added.

**HUNDREDS OF FAMILIES FLEE FROM JALALABAD CITY AS THEY FEAR A POSSIBLE MAJOR ATTACK FROM MUJAHIDEEN**

Hundreds of families in Rowdat district and Chaparhar sub-district were compelled to leave their houses after the regime air and ground forces have started launching heavy attacks in the south and eastern parts of Jalalabad city.

Eye-witnesses arrived from Nangarhar province informed MIDIA that most of their families were either shifted to liberated areas in Afghanistan or migrated to the border areas in Pakistan.

According to these sources Khogiani, Rowdat and Chaparhar areas are under severe attacks of the regime forces and highway leading toward, Torkham from these areas is not safe. Most of dwellers have left their crops and managed to take shelter either in Pakistan or in other peaceful areas, under Mujahideen control.

The report added some families including children and women of those working in the regime forces were reached Peshawar via Chaparhar after suffering alot of hardships.

It is worth mentioning that two women were martyred and a few children sustained injuries after the regime's jet fighters bombed the residential areas near Ghazi Abad Farms in Jalalabad.

**MUJAHIDEEN'S RECONSTRUCTION PROGRAMS ON ACTION IN NORTHERN PARTS OF AFGHANISTAN**

MIDIA's stringer who returned from his 40-days trip to northern parts of Afghanistan said that Mujahideen's Reconstruction Programs were on action in some districts of the Badakhshan province. He visited the Jakhansim district of the said province on the border of Russia which was captured by Mujahideen two months ago, and said that peace and tranquility were maintained and many different administrative offices were set-up there.

Unnecessary firing was prohibited, in case of violation the doer would be punished. He added that for maintaining peace in the cities, military, security units and commissionarate were set-up. The condition under the Mujahideen's controlled areas was good. Dealing with the daily busines and other local affairs were usual.

MIDIA's stringer who also visited the bridge over the Ox River (Amu Darya) added that the red flag of Russia without any change in its colour was waving on that side of the river while green colored flag of the Mujahideen was standing on this side. Russians and Mujahideen representatives have held meetings on the essential accusations.

These delegations, contrast to the Kabul communist regime's claim has sat many times and has discussed their comman and bilateral issues. At the end, MIDIA stringer said that commuting at night in that city was with full peace and safety.

**23 MILITIAMEN ALONG WITH THEIR FAMILIES SURRENDERED TO MUJAHIDEEN IN HERAT**

According to reliable sources MIDIA learnt that the general amnesty announced by Mujahideen resulted into the surrender of 23 militiamen alongwith their families in Adraskan district of Herat province.

The report added, the militiamen have brought 53 light and heavy weapons, a vehicle, five Motorcycles, and a huge quantity of ammunition, besides, food stuff and handed over all these to the Mujahideen.

**KABUL'S PLANES BOMB ITS FORCES IN JALALABAD AS NOT OBEY ITS COMMANDS**

Two communist regime's warplanes severely bombed the strategic Tapa-i-Qatargai security belt posts of its thirteenth army in the southern part of the Jalalabad capital city, destroying a number of the positions, besides, killing a considerable number of militiamen and soldiers and inflicting damages to a number of different weapons. Commander Haji Abdul Qaddos informed MIDIA through a wireless message.

According to the report, these two jet fighters in their two-different bombardments threw four Napalm bombs alongwith a number of grenade bombs on the puppet regime's artillery forces in the Kariz-i-Kabir area, near the Jalalabad airbase. Clouds of smoke were observed in the Kariz-i-Kabir area from a considerable distance, the report added.

Four ambulances carried the injured bodies of the regime's officers, soldiers and militiamen to the Jalalabad's hospital immediately after the bombings.

Meanwhile, the communist regime's fighter planes also bombed the Roghan Kamar and Amlkai villages of the Rodat district of Nangarhar province and littered numerous Granade and butter fly-Type of mines. However, no casualties were reported to MIDIA.

The report added that these bombings were as a result of the violation of the said troops from the commands of the puppet regime.

**TWO NGO'S CLINICS DESTROYED, A MEDICAL DOCTOR MARTYRED IN NANGARHAR**

According to reliable sources informed MIDIA that, Dr. Abdul Jalil alongwith a driver and a security man were martyred while three ambulances belong to Kuwait Red Crescent, Islamic Relief Agency (ISRA) and Afghan Surgical clinics were destroyed after the regime's
The report added, three other ambulances were also damaged in the Ghazi Abad Farm of the said province, due to the carpet bombardments of the puppet regime. No details were reached by MIDIA, so far.

The report further said the communist regime bombed an ICRC's clinic in the Basawol district on the Jalalabad-Tor Kham highway. One room of the clinic was fully destroyed but no losses were inflicted to the stuff, the report added.

The helpless locals of the said areas cursed the regime for its bombings over the clinics which were the only convenient hospitals for them.

Meanwhile, commander Mawlavi Ghafar informed MIDIA, that the communist regime bombed Mujahideen's positions from Landi Khyber to the Fourth Farm "Farm char" on Jalalabad-Tor Kham highway. As a result, no casualties were inflicted.

The report added four Mujahids were injured by the regime's tank firings after they launched offensive over the regime's posts in Chaparhar sub-district, the report added.

FAMOUS MILITIA'S COMMANDER JOINS MUJAHIDEEN

On account of the general amnesty of Mujahideen, 20 militiamen led by Khan Agha Kiani joined Mujahideen alongwith their weapons in Khalim district of Samangan province. Mujahideen's reliable sources informed MIDIA that the militiamen have promised that they will continue their struggle against communism and puppet regime.

MUJAHIDEEN LEADER ANNOUNCED CONTINUATION OF JIHAD TILL THE COLLAPSE OF THE COMMUNIST REGIME AFTER TWO DAYS CONTINUOUS MEETING

In the two days long discussions among the four Mujahideen leaders Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani, the head of Jamiat-I-Islami, Prof. Abdu Rub Rasoul Sayyaf, the leader of Ittehad-I-Islami, Mawlawi Mohammad Yunus Khalis, the head of his own Hezb-i-Islami and Qutbuddin Helal, the chairman of political committee of Hezb-i-Islami (Hikmatyar) jointly released a communiquè today in which demanded the desires of the just Jihad of the Afghan nation. To frustrate the International Conspiracies of the outsiders against the Mujahideen and bring unity among the Mujahideen forces they needed sincere co-operation of all Mujahideen forces.

Therefore, the communiqué said that the above four mentioned Mujahideen leaders started contacting with the commanders of Mujahideen inside the country and Mujahereen (Rufugges) elders outside. It has also mentioned that contacts must be made with those figures who has sympathy for Jihad. They wished the Mujahideen would succeed in their military efforts by the grace of Almighty Allah, and they would establish an Islamic Government which would be supported by the majority of the people.

Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani while answering to a question on the telephone to MIDIA said that the meetings will be continued to consider the recent political situations.

To another question, he said if the Mujahideen delegation went to Russia directly from New York, he would call back his representative.

THE DOORS OF THE MEETINGS VENUE OF FOUR JIHADl PARTIES ARE OPEN FOR EVERY MUJAHID

Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani, the leader of Jamiat-I-Islami, the reconstruction and the acting foreign minister of the Islamic Government of Afghanistan (IGA) has termed the two expressions of (Fundamentalist and Moderate) as created words of the enemies of the Mujahideen in order to create rift among them.

While talking to MIDIA on Oct 8, he said that the recent meetings of four major Mujahideen groups (Hezb-i-Islami Hekmatyar, Hezb-i-Islami Khalis, Ittehad-I-Islami of Sayyaf and Jamiat-i-Islami of his own party) were not reserved. "All the Jihad forces can participate in these meetings to hold joint decissions for the solution of the Afghan problems and prevent crises among themselves. And in any case, we wish complete unity amongst Mujahideen", he remarked. He added, in case if some of the Mujahideen without consulting other Mujahideen leaders take any decision from their own, we will not be required to consult them too, but we would adopt other steps of our own.

He said, fall of the communist regime by the Mujahideen, establishing a governement in accordance with Afghan Muslim Nation's desires, punishing the traitor in case not to surrender themselves to Mujahideen before the time arrives, are from the approved decissions of the Afghan nation.

He reiterated, Mujahideen will welcome to all those who want to surrender themselves without keeping in view their ranks and positions in the communist regime of Kabul.

Once again, he maintained that contribution of the puppet regime and its stooges with under hand tactics would not be acceptable to Mujahideen in the future governement of Afghanistan.

"Any coalition with the regime under any title means to accept the past communist regimes' accords and loans with Russia," he concluded.
MUIJAHIDEEN LEADERS STRONGLY REACT AGAINST KHALIQYAR'S DECLARATIONS IN KABUL

Prof. Abdul Rub Rasoul Sayyaf, the prime minister of the Islamic Interim Government of Afghanistan (IIGA) and leader of Ittehad-i-Islami has rejected all the conditional solutions of Afghanistan by outsiders.

While, talking to MIDIA, on Oct 7, Prof. Sayyaf reacted to the statement of Fazul Haq Khaliqyar, the premier of the Soviet-backed regime in Afghanistan in which he is supported to meet Zahir Khan (ex-King, and moderate Mujahideen leaders for discussions on establishment of an interim government in Afghanistan. The UN Secretary General will also be invited to these discussions.

Prof. Sayyaf reiterated that Mujahideen would not sit in such meetings in which the communist regime's backed Zahir Khan or any other gangster take part. He called it against the aspirations, aims and spirit of Jihad. He added, "if any one sits with them in the name of Mujahid, in fact, he is neither amongst us nor represents the Mujahideen."

Replying to a question, he declared that only those can decide anything for the solution of Afghan issue who had rendered numerous sacrifices for the freedom of Afghanistan.

Meanwhile, Mawlawi Mohammad Yunus Khalis told MIDIA's correspondent that the present communist regime is dis-honest and the puppet servants of Russians in Afghanistan. He termed Najib and Khaliqyar as the hired stooges of Russian who were still busy in shedding the blood of innocent people in Afghanistan.

He totally dispelled any kind of meeting with communists, ex-King Mohammad Zahir and any other such figure who took no part in the 13 years old Jihad.

At the end, once again, he reiterated if there is the question of negotiation with Russians, that must be held in a third country. Otherwise, negotiation even with Russians in Moscow is unlikely.

Prof. Burhanuddin Rabbani, the head of Jamiat-i-Islami, the reconstruction minister, and the acting foreign minister of the (IIGA) said on account of the Khaliqyar's conspiracy since it concerns to us, we all (Mujahideen parties) have jointly rejected any negotiation with the communist regime in our seven parties nominated 28-members session. We believe, there was not such question of (Intra-Afghan Dialogue) and we will never hold talks with the puppet regime as we will never participate in any coalition or arrangement with the communist regime of Kabul.

"As we are concerned, Najib and his stooges like Khaliqyar etc. are the members of the same gang", he added. "There are only the Mujahideen who decide their future and stance regarding the Afghan issue and establishment of an Islamic Government in Afghanistan", he maintained.

Prof. Rabbani warned that any proposal imposed by the outsiders would be rejected and we have already announced our stand on Afghan issue.

Meanwhile, the Mujahideen commanders Shura in Peshawar has termed the Khaliqyar's role as a conspiracy to create difference amongst his declarations. A statement issued from the office of Commanders Shura to MIDIA while giving details about the commanders Shura's reaction, re-iterated that the Khaliqyar's declaration is not a new one but such offers were being made in the past and Mujahideen had rejected all such solutions. It clarified that now when regime is weak, such a declaration has no importance. Also, Gibrati, the spokesman of Shura-i-Etelaf has clearly mentioned that all the efforts based on any role for Dr. Najib, Khaliqyar or any representative of the regime would not be accepted. He said any decision taken in such meeting, would be strongly rejected by Shura-i-Etelaf. He said Khaliqyar is to be known as member of Hizb-i-Waqtan (old name Khalqi party) who also remained the head of the sensitive Directorate of his party (i.e. Jabba-i-Milli Padar Waqan, formed by Babak Karmal) and caused many losses to Mujahideen during his governing period in Herat province. He could have not put his life in dangers without having any membership in the Khalqi party.

4000 STUDENTS STUDYING IN DIFFERENT SCHOOLS IN THE FREE AREAS OF BADAKHSHAN

According to MIDIA's special correspondent who arrived from Badakhshan recently disclosed that 4000 students studying in different schools established by Mujahideen in different free areas including Baharak, Jurm districts and Zebak sub-district of the said province.

The report added, Mujahideen have established 27 Islamic schools "Madrasa" and four high school for boys and girls for studying different subjects including science and Islamic education. The salaries of teachers, other expenditures and stationary were being provide by Jamiat-i-Islami Afghanistan through commander Najmuddin Wasiq for the said schools.

Abdul Hanan who is the incharge of education program and head Master fghal told in an interview with the MIDIA's correspondent that 360 boys students are studying in Baharak high school and another high school including 380 girl students is also working in the said district.

The correspondent further added, 980 students are studying in Jurm district of the said province. Mujahideen also have established several new schools for children including 260 students in Zebak district.

Correspondent said, several students faced some problems including medical facilities and shortage of educational materials. The contributions of Mujahideen are not enough for the students who are living in villages. The co-ordinator Relief agencies are asked to provide help for the said institution.
50% CROPS AND CATTLEHEADS DAMAGED BY EARLY AND HEAVY SNOW FALL IN NOORISTAN OF KUNAR

Abdul Hai Warshan here informed MIDIA through the travelers who arrived from Nooristan, that 50% of crops and cattleheads were damaged due to the six days long heavy snowfall which started from Sep. 20 in the said area of Kunar province.

He added, the snowfall covered different areas including Qarchgal, Pachigram, Dewana Baba, and Sangi-Matal sub-districts closed to Badakhshan province. It should be noted that mentioned areas are under the control of Mujahideen since the beginning of the Saur communists coup (1978).

Abdul Hai Warshan further added that the snow covered mountainous, and the first main source of economic is keeping cattleheads and the second is limited crops production.

He also asked the Jehadi parties and other international aid committees to provide the necessary aid, otherwise, the locals of these areas will leave for Pakistan.

NO COALITION GOVERNMENT WITH COMMUNISTS

Prof. Mujadidi president of Afghanistan Islamic Interim Government in a press conference organized by Media Information Dept of Islamic Afghanistan (MIDIA) in Islamabad on Oct 29, categorically rejected the coalition government proposal submitted by coalition elements to Kabul regime. Najib must step down and Khlilqyar was not acceptable to Afghan people, he said, "We never forget Pakistan's cooperation with us during our Jihad", Mujadidi said. Neither Pir Gailani nor Mawlawi Mohammad has differences with him Prof. Mujadidi told reporters. Replying a question he said that Prof. Rabban would lead a delegation of Mujahideen to the Soviet Union but the date for leaving has not been fixed yet. Responding another question he said that he was ready to replace Najib. He, however, commented that few military elements of Pakistan were interfering in internal affairs of Afghanistan, I have complained to the Pakistani authorities, he told. Mujadidi further said, in formation a transitional administration, all religious and Muslims from Kabul were acceptable for the Mujahideen, but he did not disclose their names.

MUJAHIDEEN DELEGATION RETURNS FROM N.Y. AND PROF. MUJADIDI TO CONSULT OTHER MUJAHIDEEN LEADERS

Prof. Sebghatullah Mujadidi the president of the Islamic Interim Government of Afghanistan (IIGA) has arrived at the Islamabad airport, in the morning of Oct 11. at 7:50 am.

In an interview with MIDIA's correspondent at the airport, he said that he had meetings with foreign ministers of Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Soviet Union, and some other political members of the U.N. He also met Mr. Shahabi the chief of General Assembly and De-Cullar the secretaty general of the U.N.O. He delivered a speech in the session of the Islamic countries foreign ministers.

He said that during the meetings which he had all supported peaceful solution of Afghanistan problem on the bases of 5-point formula initiated by Mr. De-Cullar.

Repying to a question related to transitional government suggested by Soviet foreign minister Mr. Pankin in which includes Zahir or Khlilqyar, he categorically rejected and said it was not Soviet suggestion, but it was Najib's proposal which was announced by Mr.Pankin. "We have to consult other Mujahideen leaders in this regard". He remarked the Russians pretending not to support Najib, mentioned Mujahideen and Khalilqyar in the future Interim Government. "According to my information Khalilqyar is an impartial and non-communist", he said.

"Regarding this we ought to consult with Prof. Rabbani, Prof. Sayyaf, Mawlawi Khalis". He added.

Answering a question relating to peace conference in Geneva included Zahir Khan and Watan party members, Mr. Mujadidi said that about 150-200 Afghans should come together either in Geneva or in some other countries to discuss their problems. He also told if Zahir Khan was accepted by majority of Afghans then he would not appose him.

With regard to Mujahideen's delegation to Moscow he said "We would decide later on".

A CONFLICT BETWEEN REGIME'S MILITIA GROUPS IN FARYAB

A serious conflict erupted between the two notorious militia's group Rashid Donstem and Abdul Rahman over the distribution of looted goods in Panjshir Haq area of Faryab province, on Oct 22. As a result, 30 militiamen were killed from both sides while 12 others sustained injuries. Commander Shaker informed MIDIA through a wireless message added that heavy financial damages were also received by both groups. It is to be mentioned that several conflicts have been reported in different areas between the puppet regime's militia's groups during the past.

LATEST REPORT FROM JALALABAD

Commander Anwar Khan while briefing MIDIA about the latest developments in Jalalabad and Kabul disclosed that the Electric supply has been cut off in Kabul as a result of Mujahideen's operation, while three important security posts including two tanks and military vehicles were smashed in the Wreshmin Tangi area, on Oct 24. A number of the communist forces were killed and wounded during the operation.

In an exclusive interview with the correspondent of
MIDIA, commander Anwar Khan added that Mujahidin captured a number of military bases during the recent operation over Jalalabad, however, due to lack of ammunition Mujahideen faced a list of problems. On the other side, bombing of the jet fighters, Scud and Oragan missiles attack, and different types of mines kept away Mujahideen from advancement and the communist regime who had earlier announced freedom for general public in the city suddenly banned their movements outside Jalalabad after it observed many people were fleeing in view of possible fall of the communist regime.

Anwar Khan informed that although the Mujahideen's commander Shura launching operation in different areas in Afghanistan but some commanders in Peshawar despite proposing attacks remain absent at the time of operations.

He mentioned the role of Jamiat-i-Islami, Hizb-i-Islami (Khalis), Ittehad-i-Islami and Hizb-i-Islami (Hikmatyar) parties in the Kabul-Jalalabad highways operations. The highway is still closed, he added.

He clarified that Pakistani soldiers are not assisting Mujahideen inside Afghanistan, however, they are thankful to the Pakistani brothers for their hospitality in Pakistan.

While asked about the donated tanks, captured during the Gulf War, commander Anwar Khan informed that four of these tanks were taken to Garez, however, as these were designed for deserts, they could not function in the mountains properly. Commander Anwar Khan strongly rejected any role for Fazle Haq Khaliquar in the future of Afghanistan and hoped that their leaders would not let any communist in the structure of any government.

He appealed to all the Mujahideen leaders and commanders to unite themselves and bury all the hatchets for final victory, "Regime is fully demoralized," he concluded.

UROZGAN'S GOVERNOR FIGHTS SHOULDER TO SHOULDER WITH MUJAHIDEEN AGAINST THE COMMUNIST REGIME

MIDIA office in Quetta quoting commander Ustad Abdul Halim's report said that Wali Jan Junbush the governor of the Urozgan province fights shoulder to shoulder with Mujahideen against the communist regime's forces in Kokran area, suburbs of Kandahar city, after he and his family became free in the General amnestiy announced by Mujahideen. According to the report, he was captured along with a big number of soldiers and militiamen when Trinkot, the capital city of the Urozgan province fell to Mujahideen, on Oct 3, 1990.

Wali Jan Junbush and his family who belonged to Noori tribe were provided with accommodate and other facilities by commander Abdul Halim. They are passing a happy life there, the report added.

Meanwhile, commander Mawlawi Hekmatullah reported MIDIA's office in Quetta through a wireless message that Mujahideen launched an artillery and rocket attack over the puppet regime's security posts of Sarpoza area of the Kandahar capital city, on Oct 21. As a result, the post was captured and an officer was killed. According to the report an officer along with a ZK-1, a mortar, a cannon, 13 Klashinkov rifles and a pistol was also arrested by Mujahideen. No casualty was on Mujahideen side in the operation.

MUJAHIDEEN CONTRADICT THE REGIME'S CLAIM THAT KABUL-JALALABAD HIGHWAY IS OPEN

Reliable sources of Nangarhar province informed MIDIA on the basis of the wireless of the Mujahideen commanders of the said province that the Mujahideen still have a tight control of the Kabul-Jalalabad highway since four days. The report contradicted the communist regime's claim and said that the highway was closed to the traffic.

The report added that a Mujahideen commander sustained injuries after launching an offensive over the Bili and Laktai posts in the Sorobi district of Kabul province, recently.

According to the report, Mujahideen have intensified operations over the regime positions from the Aziz Khan Kas Gardi area of Laghman province to Sorobi district of Kabul province. No details were received by MIDIA due to the heavy fighting.

Meanwhile, a number of the regime's forces were killed while huge losses were inflicted on them after Mujahideen attacked Lata Band posts in Sorobi district and its military installations, on the same date.

In retaliation, the puppet regime's warplanes heavily bombed Mujahideen's positions and residential areas around the Samar Khil, Surkh Dewall and Hesar Shahi, destroying a Mujahideen Pickup vehicle. No casualties were received to Mujahideen, so far.

KABUL REGIME KILLS INNOCENT ELDERS TO TAKE REVENGE FROM MUJAHIDEEN IN BAGHLAN

According to reliable sources informing MIDIA, that Mujahideen under commander Sayed Rasikh launched operation over the regime's posts along Kabul-Hyratan highway in Khenjan district of Baghlan province, on Oct 11. As a result, five militiamen were killed while 39 others sustained injuries. Mujahideen also captured four militiamen along with 12 Klashinkovs and a rocket launcher.

The report added, the regime's militiamen ravengefully killed some elders, imprisoned some others and set on fire the locals houses in the said area.

The report further added that 300 civilians left their houses due to the serious fighting between Mujahideen and communist forces from Doshi to Narih.
TWO MUJAHIDIN COMMANDERS EMBRACE MARTYRDOM IN GARDEZ AND JALALABAD

MIDIA learnt through reliable sources that Mujahideen have launched offensives for recapturing of the strategic military bases of Sarori in Gardez of Paktia province. Commander Farooq, 40, of Mawlawi Jalaluddin Haqqani embraced martyrdom during the operations launched over the regime Sarori post on Oct 18. Fierce fighting was going on around Sarori base till filling of this report.

According to another report learnt MIDIA, Mujahideen under the command of Zia Khan attacked the military posts in Bakar area, 10 km in south west of Gardez. As a result, a tank alongwith a huge quantity of ammunition and oil tanker took fire.

MIDIA learnt through another dispatch that Mir Bacha a famous commander of Jamiat-i-Islami embraced martyrdom while launching offensive over the regime forces in Wreshmin Tangi on the main highway between Jalalabad and Kabul. Eight other Mujahideen received injuries during the said operations. Severe fightings were continued in the area.

The report added, the military areas of Torghar, Daronta, Chapahtar, Rodat and Samerkhil are still under heavy attacks.

The Jalalabad city and Mehtarlam the capital of Laghman province are under the siege of Mujahideen and severe fightings are continued. The highway between Kabul and Jalalabad was closed for general traffic.

THE FAMOUS CHAK DAM OF ELECTRIC POWER OF WARDAK PROVINCE NEEDS CLEANING. MANY AGRICULTURAL AREAS AROUND IT CAN NOT BE CULTIVATED

Water level has been raised to a significant degree in the famous Chak dam of Wardak province and many agricultural farms and areas have come under water, which can not be cultivated. Reported MIDIA’s correspondent from Wardak province. Chak Dam which is located 70 km south-west of Kabul city was built by the famous German company, SIEMENS, some 60 years ago.

The report added that mud and stones due to floods and rains collected in the dam resulted into the dangerous situation. The dam which was the main source of developmental work, in the province created a lot of problems to the local dwellers as there is a remarkable fall in the production of grains and other crops in the area.

The Dam also provided electricity to Kabul city about 12 years ago but when Mujahideen captured the Chak district in the spring of 1979, it started providing the electricity to the surrounding villages instead of Kabul city. Mujahideen’s technical experts tried their best to keep maintenance of the dam, however, lack of proper resources. The MIDIA’s correspondent quoting some old personnel of Chak Dam saying, that Mujahideen are short of those special equipments and machinery which are used for cleaning of the dam, while from other technical points of views it has been maintained properly.

It may be mentioned that the Chak Dam is the second dam which was built in Afghanistan after the Jabal Saraj Dam. But it was the first dam which came under control of Mujahideen (Spring 1979). While Kajaki Dam of Helmand province was the second which came under the control of Mujahideen.

MUJAHIDEEN COMMANDER ALONGWITH SEVEN MARTYRED IN LOGAR

Mujahideen reliable source informed MIDIA that a Mujahideen vehicle bound to Peshawar avverted from the road and collapsed into a ditch in Kotal-i-Kharwar area of the Logar province. As a result, commander Ata Mohammad of Ittehad-i-Islami of Prof. Sayyaf alongwith three women and four Mujahids were martyred.

MIDIA also learnt that the said Mujahideen alongwith their families were in a Hino truck coming from Paghman district via Maidan Shahr, the capital city of Wardak province, to Peshawar.

ARAB MUJAHID MARTYRED

Abdul Nasir Khazar, 29, who was known as (Abu Banan) amongst the Mujahideen embraced martyrdom along with two other Arabs, one Somali and an Iranian in Gardez, on Oct 10.

MIDIA learnt through a reliable source that Abdul Nasir and his colleagues were martyred during fightings between the Mujahideen and the regime’s forces. The number of Arab’s martyrred reached 30 since the beginning of the fighting. Most of them were from Gulf States and Algeria. About 25 others sustained injuries, the report added.

500 DISABLE MUJAHIDEEN ARE DUE TO UMRA

According to the Ministry of religious affairs of IIGA, MIDIA learnt that 500 disable Mujahideen left Isalmabad for Saudi Arabia to perform Umra. The Mujahideen who belong to six Jehadi parties were being extended invitation by the Khadim-i-Haramain Sharifain, King Fahd Bin Abdul Aziz.

MUJAHIDEEN ANNOUNCE GENERAL AMNESTY FOR MILITARY MEN AND LOCALS OF GARDEZ

According to MIDIA’s special correspondent who arrived from Gardez to Peshawar recently told that Mujahideen announced general amnesty for military personnel, and locals of the besieged city of Gardez. The statement said there will be no fear and they will be
WATAN PARTY HAS NO PLACE IN THE FUTURE SET-UP OF AFGHANISTAN

Prof. Sibghatullah Mujadidi the president of the Islamic Interim Government of Afghanistan (IGA) after returning from New York in a joint press conference held in Islamabad, included Pir Sayed Ahmad Gilani, Mawlavi Mohammad Nabi Mohammadi and Mr. Javid of Harakat-i-Islami Afghanistan, said that the political settlement of Afghanistan problem on the basis of five point formula was fully supported in general assembly session, but he ruled out any role for the Watan Party and Dr. Najib in the future administration of Afghanistan. He said the Mujahideen delegation had meeting with UN secretary general Mr. De Cullar and foreign Ministers of Islamic countries incuding the Soviets foreign Minister Mr. Pankin.

According to him the result of the meeting was positive and successful. The Mujahideen delegation had also meeting with the Vice-president of US and the white house authorities have fully expressed their humanitarian supports to the Mujahideen.

Regarding a question on Gardez and Jalalabad offensives he said that he supports military pressure on the regime but opposing large scale attacks on cities and other areas. He has explained that the Mujahideen targeted military bases of the Kabui regime, and further said that regime was responsible of Gardez and Jalalabad incidents. Regarding a question "would peace be possible without Hekmatyar, Sayyaf or some others" he said yes, if a proposal was supported by the majority of the Mujahideen, could be implemented. There are other parties like Hizb Wahdat, Qazi Amin, Mansur and Moazen factions.

With regard to Khaliqyar personality Mr. Mujadidi said, Khaliqyar was a Muslim and Non-communist his father was Muslim but now he cannot comment about him. Neither he nor Afghan people would accept Khaliqyar in the future of Afghanistan. Because of his high service with the Kabui regime. He also disclosed that he might lead a delegation of Mujahideen to Moscow in 15 days. He has rejected ceasefire with the Kabui regime under current circumstances and commander Masoud is supporting his policy regarding interim Government. Mr. Mujadidi revealed that a peace moot from all Afghan segments might be held in Geneva.

"A BROAD BASED GOVERNMENT INCCLUDING THE COMMUNIST PREMIER KHALIQYAR AND MUIJAHIDEEN WOULD BE A FOOLISHNESS."

JALALUDDIN HAQQANI

The famous commander Jalaluddin Haqqani has said the USSR proposals for a broad based government including the puppet prime minister of communist regime FAzle Haq Khaliqyar is conspiracy against Mujahideen. As the same person killed and wounded thousands of innocent people in Herat and the acceptance of his role in the future of Afghanistan would be an act of foolishness on the part of Muslims and Mujahideen.

In an interview with MIDIA's correspondent, Mr. Haqqani asked that if a Mujahid or a Muslim think over the role of Khaliqyar he must consider both the communist leaders birds of the same feather. He warned that the claims of Khaliqyar for playing a role in the future government in Afghanistan is conspiracy of Russians and it wanted to gives shelter to the communists under the shelter of Khaliqyar besides interference in the internal affairs of Afghanistan.

Commander Haqqani threatened that Mujahids along with Khaliqyar in broad based government would be attacked, he also desired that the leaders of the seven parties who are in contact with Mujahid commanders should have written the history of our nation in a respectable manner but unfortunately they have done nothing in this regard.

Jalaluddin Haqqani demanded that a meeting of the noted commanders and religious scholars besides representatives of the seven parties and intellectuals of the Jihad supporters may be arranged in view of the present conditions as to form a revolutionary council or executive body for an Interim Islamic Government and it should supervise the functions of the Interim government.

Commander Haqqani opined that the achievements of Mujahideen in Gardez may lead to the final victory of Gardez and Logar in the near future and termed the news baseless in which it was alleged that Pakistanis are taking part in the offensives over Gardez and other positions of the regime forces. He also ruled out any differences over Mujahideen of seven parties and informed that Gardez is under severe attacks of Mujahideen.

MANY GROUP OF AFGHANS START MIGRATING TO THE LIBERATED AREAS PAKISTAN AND IRAN

Severe cold and price hike compelled the dwellers of Kabul to leave their houses and took shelter in different areas controlled by Mujahideen or even migrate to Pakistan or Iran.

An eye-witness told MIDIA's correspondent in Peshawar that the wood used for warming in the winter as a fuel cost 950 Afghan per 7 kg than 10 Afghani per 7 kg in the past. Similarly deisel prices are not only very high but the non availability of diesel and petrol caused a lot of problem for the transportation of local people. The
prices of diesel and petrol reached 2000 Afghani and 3000 Afghani per gallon of diesel and petrol respectively.

The unprecedented deteriorated situation in Kabul have discouraged almost 98% of the people are spending their lives in miserable conditions. Most of these people are even ready to die instead of living in the distress situation.

Meanwhile, the staffers of the communist regime were also refused the facilities of free supplies of essential commodities and the regime has once again started compulsory military recruitment of youths.

The citizens are worried about the situation and most of the times during the discussion with regime's supporters the result even became into the shape of fighting with each other.

The unique collony of the regime, staffers named Micro in the east of Kabul city showed a graph of decreasing prices as a 4 room-house costs only 4 million Afghani, than 15 million Afghans in the past.

A KABUL REGIME'S PILOT TALKS TO MIDIA'S CORRESPONDENT IN BADAKHSHAN

Lieutenant Colonel Abdul Mateen a communist regime's pilot who was captured after his plane was shot down by the Mujahideen while bombing the Jurm district of Badakhshan province.

While, talking to MIDIA's correspondent in the Jurm district of the said province, he said that he had SU-22 type of war planes which was the most modern one of the Russia made. It could carry huge cluster, anti-personnel and destructive bombs and rockets.

Lt. Col. Abdul Mateen, 29, who graduated from Krasnada Airforce University of Russia added that the Kabul regime had 32 other SU-22 planes in Bagram military air-base of Parwan province, while he denied to have information about other regime's airbases.

He disclosed that before the bound flights to the areas where would be bombed, all necessary maps and coordinates were given to the pilots. Then, they were commanded through secret signals. Mostly dense populated areas are targets of regime airforce, he added.

He said, he had quit his job for some time after differences were erupted between him and high ranking communist authorities. After resuming his job, he claimed that he had decided not to bomb the residential areas. According to him, he did not bomb the targets while he was bound to throw cluster bombs there.

Lt. Col. Abdul Mateen who is originally a resident of the Jurm district said that while he was flying over the district, his plane was received damages after being shot with Mujahideen's anti-aircraft. After turning-on the red alarm he parachuted down with only having a pistol. One of his leg was slightly cracked after it struck the land and then was captured by the Mujahideen.

He praised the Mujahideen for their treatment words him. He termed the regime's claim as a propaganda that if anyone was captured by them (Mujahideen) his eyes would be snatched out. He lauded Mujahideen's behaviour and remarked that he was welcomed by Mujahideen when he was taken to the headquarter of the Mujahideen of Commander Zulmai in Qala-i-Gunbad of the Jurm district.

At the end, the captive pilot said that severe differences were evaluating amongst the communist regime's soldiers and militiaemen. He also said that the regime's military units were short of logistic materials.

KABUL REGIME GOVERNOR ORDERS COMPULSORY WORK FOR MAINTENANCE POST AROUND THE FAIZABAD CITY

According to MIDIA's correspondent who arrived Peshawar from Faizabad the capital of Badakhshan province, that the governor of the said province Hamayoun Fawzi alongwith 400 militiaen have ordered the general staff in the offices to start construction of security posts around the Faizabad city without any hesitation. The staffers took it as a fatigue.

MIDIA's correspondent on the basis of an eye-witness added that the governor has closed down all the offices and kept the staff of the office busy in making military bases around the city. He added the staff of offices showed unhappiness and resentment over the order and many of them escaped.

He further added, the staffers and citizens of Faizabad faced the problems, including food shortage, non availability of salaries and blocking of routes for free areas.

The eye-witness concluded that the militiaemen were searching the citizens of Faizabad and their entry into the other areas were banned, while many of Faizabad residents were planning to escape from the city.

News From Kabul:

MUJAHADEEN KILL EIGHT KHAD'S MEMBERS IN KABUL CITY

MIDIA's stringer in Kabul informed that eight Khad's members were killed when a Mujahideen's planted bomb exploded at a dinner party arranged by the Communists Press Club of Kabul city. According to the reports a Mujahid was arrested alongwith two bombs by the regime after the incident.

KABUL REGIME USE MODERN WEAPONS AGAINST MUJAHADEEN IN GARDEZ

After the "negative symmetry" agreement between the USA-USSR, Russians have increased arms and ammunition supplies to the communist regime.

MIDIA's stringer in Kabul reported that the agreement that would be honoured by the beginning of the next year
1992, the Soviet Union starts arming its puppet regime with different kinds of rockets, bombs, mines and other modern deadly weapons before the Jan. 1992.

According to the report these modern arms include computerized mines, which are being used by the regime forces in Gardez’s on going battle and caused heavy human losses. These special type mines which were planted around the Gardez are against the charter of United Nations’ and also Russians violated the negative symmetry agreement by sending such modern weapons to the Kabul regime aiming at killing the innocent people.

MIDIA’s stringer added that before the Gardez fighting started usual flights from Russia were noted four times daily. But it was increased to 10 flights after the Gardez battle started, on Sep 30.

MIDIA’s stringer quoting informed sources said that Russians increased their flights as to arms the puppet regime fully with the modern weapons.

He added that he himself observed that huge transportation planes were coming from Russia early in the morning to 8:00 am.

DIRECTOR GENERAL OF SHIBIRGHAN GAS FLEES

MIDIA’s stringer in Kabul informed that Yasin Sadiqi, the ex-director general of political office of the Kabul city’s regime who was appointed as the director general of the Shibirghan Gas Dept. has fled to Germany.

According to the report, he was a close relative of Babak Karmal and was facing problem with the hands of supporters of Najib, the present ruler of the communist regime. And consequently, he deserted and took shelter in Germany.

The report added that he had the rank of general and was enjoying overwhelming authority during Karmal’s rule and also was from the strong supporters of Russians friendship.

KABUL REGIME FORCES MILITARY ACADEMY’S STUDENTS FOR RECRUITMENT NOTORIOUS KHAD OFFICER KILLED

Kabul regime supplied several soldiers and militiaen including Kohi (Mountain) division and KHAD’s (secret police) battalion from Kabul city and other military centers to the besieged cities of Gardez, Jalalabad and Mihitarlam, the capital of Laghman province, as it feared a probable fall of the said cities. MIDIA’s special stringer reported from Kabul added that Kabul regime forced military academy’s students for recruitment and security of the Kabul city due to the lack of soldiers in those areas.

The report added, students showed unhappiness and hatred for the regime after such an order for the students. The parents of the students also not pleased with the situation. The report added.

The report further said a number of soldiers escaped, but the regime is still trying to encourage its officers for the recent operation in Gardez, and awards them, higher military ranks and names.

Meanwhile, Mujahideen commanders Shura informed MIDIA, that Mujahideen launched operation over the communist regime’s forces in Miertaram, the capital city of Laghman province. As a result, Abdul Malik, a notorious KHAD’s officer along with ten militiamen were killed while a tank was destroyed.

Two Mujahids sustained injuries in the said two days long attacks, the report added.

TWO GENERALS AND THE GOVERNOR OF KUNDUZ SENT TO JAIL

According to MIDIA’s special stringer told that Abdul Hakim Siddiqi who was the governor of Kunduz province, and a member of the Hezb-i-Saza’s group was imprisoned. The report added, the governor was not known, however, the increasing popularity of Hezb-i-Saza might have been compelled the regime to sent the well known figure to jail.

MIDIA’s stringer disclosed that Mirza Abdul Raim and Abdul Rashid who are the commanders of tribal division and having the positions of Brig. General were also put into jail.

The report said, the two generals who are the members of Hezb-i-Saza were thinking of the imminent fall of the puppet regime and were suspected of joining Mujahideen.

MIDIA’s stringer disclosed that the recent victories of Mujahideen in military ground near Kabul and other cities of the country and fall of communism in Russia causing the regime some big problems. The stringers also pointed out the increase of differences between Khalq and Parcham groups.

He added, that General Asif Delwar who is a member of the Parcham group was being suspended or sent to Jail because of differences with regime’s authorities’ generals and other officers.

RUSSIA EXPEL MIR SAHIB KARWAL AND SAYED MOHAMMAD GULABZOI

Mir Sahib Karwal and Sayed Mohammad Gulabzoi who are the members of the communist party were expelled from Russia after the Russian’s authorities took a decision in view of the unsuccessful coup in the country. MIDIA’s special stringer disclosed that Babak Kamal and Sultan Ali Keshmand spent most of their times in Russia on a plea of treatment but later on were sent back to Kabul.

MIDIA’s correspondent added, that Mir Sahib Karwal
and Gulabzoi have denied any role in the fall of latest coup against Najib and mentioned about the future of their fate, but it is expected that they might proceed to Germany, the report added.

Military News:

Oct 1st:

HELMAND

Mujahideen launched operation over the regime's posts in Chanjir area of Greshak district of Helmand province. As a result, several soldiers and militiamen were killed and three vehicles fell to Mujahideen during the operation. Commander Dad Mohammad informed MIDIA office in Quetta added that five Mujahids were martyred while nine others injured during their attacks.

KANDAHAR

According to a report reaching MIDIA office in Quetta learnt through commander Mullah Naghibullah's message, one officer was killed and injured several others while Mujahideen attacked over the regime's forces in Mushin Khana area of the city.

Oct 2nd:

HERAT

According to details MIDIA learnt Mujahideen launched operation over the regime's forces over the highway between Herat and Torghoondo, caused one soldier was killed, injured one other and captured one rocket, six Klashinkovs along with a quantity of ammunition during the operation.

PAKTIA

Mujahideen launched operation over the Azghama, Tang, Awgir and Dara areas posts in the southern part of Gardez city the capital of Paktia province. As a result, 25 posts were captured along with the mentioned areas. Sayed Anwar Afghan representative commander Haqqani in Miranshah reported to MIDIA. Added that Mujahideen also captured 65 militiamen along with a quantity of ammunition and weapons.

The report added, Mujahideen captured different types of heavy and light weapons, four tanks. Four Mujahideen were also martyred and several injured during the operation.

The report further added, Mujahideen captured 23 other posts in the said areas. Latest reports received by MIDIA says that fighting is still going on over Gardez.

Oct 3rd:

HERAT

Mujahideen offensive over the regime's posts in Pul-i-Bazarak area of Zindajan district, Herat province. As a result, six soldiers and militiamen were killed, injured two others while destroyed several positions. Commander General Ismail Khan informed MIDIA's office in Quetta added that Mujahideen attacked over the regime's posts in Qala-i-Naw and Qarqo areas of the said district. As a result, 6 soldiers and militiamen were killed, injured 9 others and destroyed two vehicles and two positions.

The report added, an army vehicle was exploded all on board were killed by the Mujahideen's planted mine in Khujagan area of the Zindajan district.

PAKTIA

Mujahideen were now closed to the Gardez city, the capital of Paktia province from three sides (east, west and south) about 500 mites, while they were on advance from the northern side.

The office of commander Mawlavi Jalaluddin Haqqani informed MIDIA here in Peshawar that Mujahideen captured Badsia area, one Kilometer south-east of Gardez. An oil storage which had caught fire during the attack is still burning.

According to the report, the regime's troops have lost their moral and their resistance has been decreased suddenly.

Meanwhile, commander Afsar Khan reported MIDIA through a wireless message that Mujahideen in the series of their operations captured 13 communist regime's security posts of the Gardez airport. A number of soldiers and militiamen were killed while 30 other Gelum Jam militiamen were arrested alive.

The report added, Mujahideen also captured a tank, a military vehicle, a shika machinegun, eight Goryunove machineguns, five rocket launchers, 50 Klashinkovs and a huge quantity of ammunition. Six Mujahids were martyred while 15 others sustained injuries.

As the regime's aerial bombardments were going on over the Mujahideen and residential areas around the capital city as much as 60 local families left the Gardez city for the liberated areas under the Mujahideen control. The locals in Gardez have arranged to leave their houses as soon as possible, but the communist regime continuous bombings prevent them. It may be noted that the regime as to prevent the locals not to leave the Gardez city has also thrown butterfly-type-mines on the Gardez's exits.

Oct 4:

PAKTIA

The Mujahideen commanders Shura, on the basis of commander Mawlavi Jalaluddin Haqqani's radio message informed MIDIA that the Mujahideen local council of Paktia after capturing Saruli, Bad Ayya, Chakan, Ghori, Banzai and Khost Pul (Khost Bridge) areas brookk the southern security belt of the Gardez city. And they made themselves ready to enter the Gardez city.

According to the report, Mujahideen have also intensified operations over the Balahaisar (Main Fort) and communist regime's posts inside the city from the Khost Pul area. As a result, two tanks and two military vehicles were burnt while six tanks and 60 Gelum Jam militiamen were captured alive besides inflicting huge material and casualties to the regime's forces.
In retaliation, regime's warplanes severely bombed Mujahideen, martyring three and injuring six, on the spot.

The report added that, Mujahideen escalated attacks over the regime's newly-built bases and headquarters near Kabul (Tira Kandow (Tira Pass) in the northern part of Gardez city on a safe way for the retreatment of the communists to Kabul city in the time of need. It is said that it was blocked to traffic.

PARWAN

Meanwhile, commander Inayatullah reported MIDIA through a wireless message that a number of the communists were killed or injured, besides inflicting material losses after Mujahideen attacked the Bagram airport in Parwan province with Sakker-20 missiles. The flights were also closed to the airport.

The report added, that Mujahideen of Parwan province launched the said operation as a premier action against the regime's bombing over Gardez city.

Oct 5:

LÂGHMAN

According to details MIDIA learnt through commander Hanifi that six Mujahids were martyred while injured 10 others after the regime's serious bombing over the Mujahideen's positions in Saber Abad, Hassan Zari and Watam areas of Laghman province.

The report added, several residential houses were destroyed and heavy financial losses were received during the bombardment.

HERAT

Mujahideen launched operation over the regime's forces in western part of Qala-i-Naw area of Zindajan district, Herat province. As a result, four militiamen and soldiers were killed while three others sustained injuries.

Mujahideen also set ablaze three tanks. Commander General Ismail Khan informed MIDIA's office in Quetta, that Mujahideen also attacked over the regime's posts in the southern part of the said district the following day as a result, a soldier was killed, another sustained injuries. Mujahideen set on fire an oil tanker during the operation.

The report further added, Mujahideen destroyed several military positions of the regime's forces and captured a quantity of weapons during their attacks.

PAKTHIA

According to the latest reports reaching MIDIA that Mujahideen attacked the Bala Hisar of Gardez city, the capital of Pakthia province, with heavy machineguns. As a result, the Bala Hisar building caught fire after a Mujahideen shell hit it on the spot and still burning.

According to the report, five posts in the name of Abdulrah Khan Sepahi, Subhan Sahib Shah, Qatari and Jani Gul posts were captured.

Meanwhile, Mujahideen captured Osman Khill and Sandorah military bases after they launched operation over the communist regime forces in Sayed Karam district.

The report added that 20 soldiers and militiamen were killed while 25 others sustained injuries.

It may be noted that the regime's warplanes severely continue to bombings over the Gardez suburbs, martyring and injuring a number of Mujahideen and locals. The injured bodies were carried to the Khost hospital for treatment under the Mujahideen control.

According to a report Mujahideen under command of Sardar Khan launched operation over the regime's posts in Sayed Karam district. As a result, 18 militiamen and soldiers were killed, while 16 others in their three posts were captured. Mujahideen also captured heavy and light weapons along with a huge quantity of ammunition during their attacks. Three Mujahids were martyred while three others sustained injuries during the operation. The report added.

PARWAN

Commander Mawlawi Enayatullah informed MIDIA through a wireless message that Mujahideen targeted the Bagram military airport with Sucker-20. As a result, two jet fighters which were parked, were destroyed while the runway of the airport received damages. All flights were closed, the report added.

Mujahideen also destroyed three blocks of the airport besides killing and injuring many of the communists.

Meanwhile, seven armed soldiers from the military regiment No.101 of the military Division No.40 of the Bagram airport defected to Mujahideen of commander Sahibul Haque.

Oct 6:

HELMAND

Mujahideen launched operations over the regime's posts in Greshik district of Helmand province. As a result, 16 officers, soldiers and militiamen were killed while several others sustained injuries. Seven posts of the communist forces were also captured. Commander Mohammad Rassol Akhundzada informed MIDIA's office in Quetta that Mujahideen also set on fire six military vehicles and captured a cannon 82mm, one ZK-1 along with a huge quantity of ammunition and logistic materials. Two Mujahideen were martyred during the operation, the report added.

HERAT

According to a report MIDIA learnt through commander General Ismail Khan that Mujahideen attacked over the regime's convoy between Herat and Torghondi highway. As a result, six officers and soldiers were killed and several others injured after a jeep was destroyed.

The report further added, two soldiers and militiamen were killed, three others injured after Mujahideen targeted the Qaisan's hotel in Herat city. There was no report of humen losses in the Mujahideen side.
PARWAN

Mujahideen launched missiles attack over the Bagram airbase. As a result, the runway received some damages and a worn shop besides some planes were destroyed.

The report added, that launching of missiles by Mujahideen was taken place in retaliation of the serious bombing by regime’s warplanes over the Mujahideen positions in Gardez. It was fifth plane which was shot down by Mujahideen since of four days in the said airbase.

Oct 7:

PAKTIA

Mujahideen shot down a regime’s helicopter while it was flying from Gardez airbase. As a result, 30 people including the helicopter’s crew members were killed. Commander Mawlawi Jalaluddin Haqqani informed MIDIA through wireless that Mujahideen also captured two posts named Habibullah and Guldeen and four military bases in Bad-Sia area southern part of the Gardez city.

The report further added, Mujahideen destroyed two tanks, and captured another along with two cannon 76mm and a quantity of light and heavy weapons during the operation.

LOGAR

Mujahideen pushed back regime’s forces which were sent for the besieged city of Gardez in Pul-i-alam, of Logar.

MIDIA’s correspondent said that the fighting is still going on over the said convoy and regime’s soldiers have lost their moral.

The report added, the regime’s authorities were apprehensive over the soldiers by joining with Mujahideen so the soldiers were replaced by Gulam Jam militias.

According to another report MIDIA’s correspondent learnt through Mujahid Haji Ziaul Haq, that six officers and militiamen were captured and destroyed two vehicles while Mujahideen attacked over the said convoy in Dasht-i-Babos.

The report further added, that 43 militiamen and soldiers were killed after Mujahideen launched missiles attack over the pul-i-alam city. Kabul regime launch Lona and Uragan missiles and aerial bombardments over the Mujahideen’s positions. There was no casualty report on the Mujahideen side.

KABUL

Mujahideen attacked over the regime’s posts in Qara dustman area of Shakhdara district of Kabul province. As a result, six soldiers and militiamen were killed while several others sustained injuries. Commander Haji Baba informed MIDIA through wireless that Mujahideen captured seven soldiers and militiamen alive while many of them managed to escape.

The report added, Mujahideen also captured 11 Klashinov rifles one PK-machinegun, along with a huge quantity of ammunitions and logistic material during the operation. The report added, that a well known Mujahideen’s commander Kachful along with three other Mujahids were also martyred.

PARWAN

According to reports MIDIA received through commander Mawlawi Abdul Manaf that Mujahideen shot down a regime’s jet warplane while it was moving in Bagram airbase of parwan province.

The report added, the plane was burning for one hour after it was shot down, and all the crew were killed.

First Week Of October:

HERAT

According to reliable sources MIDIA learnt in Quetta that Mujahideen launched offensive over the regime’s forces between Herat and Torghundi highway in Parwaana and Shorab areas of the the province. As a result, six officers and militiamen were killed, while several others sustained injuries besides some heavy financial losses.

A jeep vehicle was set on fire and all those on board were killed. The victims were said to be the members of Khad, while Mujahideen under commander Gulam Yahya attacked over the vehicle in Sarjangal area between Herat-Kandahar highway.

A Mujahid was martyred and injured another while the regime’s artillery forces attacked over the Mujahideen positions in the said areas in retaliation.

KUNDUZ

According to details MIDIA learnt, Mujahideen under commander Arif Khan ambushed the regime’s forces in Dasht-i-Abdan of Imam Sahib district in Kunduz. As a result, five militiamen who belonged to Pahlawan Rahim were killed, several others injured and five of them with their weapons were arrested by the Mujahideen. No losses were reported on the Mujahideen’s side.

PAKTIA

According to latest report reaching MIDIA that Gardez council’s Mujahideen are busy in fighting over the military bases, security belt posts, and Balahisar of the besieged city of Gardez the capital of Paktia. As a result, heavy financial and human losses were inflicted on the regime’s side. However, the communist forces have not attacked over the Mujahideen so far.

The report further added that both sides have made their positions strong, and bombing is going on by the regime’s warplanes over the Mujahideen’s positions. There was no exact report about the casualties so far.

Mujahideen under commandship of Mawlawi Arsalah after launching a major offensive over the regime forces in Tera Kandaw on the main highway in north of Gardez inflicted heavy financial and human losses to the regime forces. MIDIA’s special correspondent Abdul Ghafoor informed, 200 armed soldiers were surrendered and six tanks were captured during the operation. 200 Klashinvov rifles also fell to Mujahideen. The remaining forces were pushed back by Mujahideen.
The report added that six cars carrying the newly recruited, of the regime forces were captured by Mujahideen. The Gardez city is under the siege of Mujahideen as from north to south six km and 12 km in the east all the four sides are under the control of Mujahideen. And only Bahlahar and Ghugari strategic areas are under the control of the communist regime.

Meanwhile, Banooz, Sheikhan, Tank and Hajiyan strategic areas have been captured by Mujahideen and many ammunition dumps were fell to Mujahideen during these operations.

The report added, Mujahideen after the bombing over Satha Kandaw have launched attacks over the regime forces in Zumrat district and inflicted heavy human losses to the regime forces. Six tanks in working condition were captured by Mujahideen.

Six Mujahids embraced martyrdom during these fighting, Mujahideen in south of city withing 3km have taken position in the captured Banozai bases and are very near to the fanal victory.

After the communist regime fired 10 Scud missiles in Gardez, Napalm bombs and Grenade were also fired by the regime forces and has broken the previous record of previous bombings. Mujahideen infact facing numerous human losses are strongly positioned in the area and fighting are continued.

BAGHLAN

Mujahideen captured several areas including Tajray Salangi, Tooraka, and Tapa-i-Chelboz in Pul-i-Khumri and Khenjran districts of Baghlan province. Commanders Shura's political office informed MIDIA that 120 militiamen adn soldiers were killed while several others sustained injuries. Mujahideen also captured 11 posts during the operations.

The report added that Mujahideen captured a tank, a BM-14 launcher alongwith a huge quantity of ammunition and food stuff. Seven Mujahids were martyred adn 15 others injured in the said attack.

Oct 8:

PARWAN

Mujahideen launched missiles attack over the Bagram airbase of Parwan province. As a result, two pilot and two soldiers were killed while set on fire a jet warplane. Commander Mawlavi Enayatullah informed MIDIA through a wireless message added that Mujahideen also set ablazed an oil storage which was burning up to 11:00 am.

It was the sixth plane which was destroyed by Mujahideen in the mentioned airbase since five days. According to details MIDIA learnt Kabul regime's warplanes are flying from Khuja Rawash airbase in Kabul and bomb over the Mujahideen's positions around Bagram airbase and Kahi-Safi area, besides the regime's artillery firing is going on over Mujahideen positions.

According to a report MIDIA learnt through commander Amir Jan, Mujahideen launched operation over the said airbase and its security posts. As a result, 16 officers, militiamen and soldiers were killed while 20 others injured. Mujahideen also destroyed three posts and vehicles, four tanks and a cannon during the operations.

Oct 9:

PAKTIA

Reports reaching from Miranshah to MIDIA says, that regime's warplanes bombed Seta Kandow, south of Gardez. In the air attack, the regime used Napalm and Cluster bombs, in which some Mujahideen embraced martyrdom while some others sustained injuries.

According to another report Mujahideen's artillery forces continued its attacks over Gardez garrisons from all sides, in which heavy financial and human losses inflicted to the regime forces.

According to the report Mujahideen under command Amanullah captured a regime's military base beyond Nazib's Qala and three militias' post (Halim posts) near Khost Pul, 3km from Gardez city, alongwith three usable tanks, arms and ammunition.

The report further says, Mujahideen also captured thousands of D-30 and M-30 cannons' bullets, 1500 tank bullets and 2000 of BM-41 bullets.

According to the report regime forces have lost their moral in the ground war and use high altitude air attacks and long range missile attacks. Fierce fighting is going on between Kabul regime forces and Mujahideen in Gardez.

PARWAN

A Mujahideen reliable source quoting Mawlavi Enayatullah's radio message that Mujahideen launched Sakker-20 missile attacks over Bagram military air-base and its security posts of Parwan province. As a result, a jet warplane which was parked at the airport was destroyed while 29 officers and soldiers were killed.

MIDIA learnt through the details that Mujahideen also destroyed an anti-corruption office, two officers living rooms, a Dahshake, a Z.K-1 and a number of the trenches.

It may be noted that since the operations were begun from Oct 4 over the said airport till thefillig of this report it is the seventh plane which was destroyed in the said airport.

Oct 10:

JOZJAN

According to reliable sources MIDIA learnt that Mujahideen under command of Qazi Yassin launched operation over the regime's positions in Laghhami's village of Jozjan province. As a result, of the two days long operation the village was captured and 16 militiamen were killed while 23 others were captured during the operation. Mujahideen also captured 30 rifles, eight rifles heavy along with two military vehicles in the said attack.

The report further added, two Mujahids were martyred and eight others injured during the operations.
October 11:

PERWAN

Commander Amirjan informed MIDIA that 20 communists including the deputy Director of the Bagram airbase were killed after an explosion took place near the runway. The bomb was planted by Muslim officers in the airbase.

October 12:

LAGHMAN

According to the report MIDIA received through commander Ali Ahmad Hanifi, a Mujahid was martyred while three other sustained injuries after the regime's warplanes bombed the Mujahideen's positions in Laghman province.

The report further added that bombing over the Mujahideen's position in the said province in retaliation of the Mujahideen's missiles attack over the regime positions in the mentioned area.

PARWAN

Mujahideen launched missiles attack over the Bagram airbase in Parwan province, during Oct 12-13. As a result four transportation planes and one Mig Jet fighter were destroyed. MIDIA learnt through commander Gul Mohammad's wireless message that Mujahideen shot down 10 planes since Oct 4 in the said airbase.

The report added, Mujahideen destroyed the airplanes carrying 150 officers and soldiers to the besieged city of Gardez. The report added that several regime's people were killed and injured after the destruction of some military bases of the airbase during the Mujahideen's offensives over the airbase.

KABUL

Commanders Shura Political office informed MIDIA that Mujahideen launched offensive over the regime's posts in Mulla Qishan, Landi in Kotal-e-lata Band areas located between Kabul and Sorobi district on Oct 12. As a result the posts were destroyed and occupants managed to escape to Kabul.

The report added, Mujahideen also captured 50 rifles besides other heavy and light weapons while destroyed two electric poles during the operations the fighting is going on between both sides. The report added.

ZABUL

Mujahideen attacked over the security posts and center of Zabul province, on Oct 12. As a result a number of the soldiers and militiamen were killed after a post was destroyed, and heavy financial losses inflicted to the regime's forces. Mujahideen also captured a number of ammunition and weapons in the said attack. The report added. Four Mujahids were martyred, eight others sustained injuries. The report added.

GHAZNI

MIDIA learnt through commander Akhtar Mohammad that Mujahideen launched offensive over an area named Rosi Unit in the capital city of Ghazni province. As a result four militiamen were killed while several others sustained injuries and set on fire a tank. There was no report of losses on the Mujahideen side.

JALALABAD

According to reliable sources reported MIDIA that all seven Jehadi parties Mujahideen attacked over southern security belt of the capital city of Jalalabad city, Rodat district, Qatarghi Kandow, and Chaparhar's posts and eastern part, Samarkhi, Kama and northern part, Adle Tangi's posts today morning Oct 12.

The report added, Mujahideen also launched operations over the regime's posts in Sorkhrood western part of Jalalabad and Kabul-Jalalabad highway at the same time.

The report further said, commander Din Mohammad and commander Eng. Mahmood of Maulvi Khalis Hezbi Islami faction, Commanders Sharafat and Faiz Mohammad of Hezbi Islami Hekmatyar, commanders Hafizul Haq, Saz Noor and Sayed Mohammad Pahlawan of Ittihadi Islami Sayyaf and commanders Maulvi Israrullah of Gelani faction and other commanders joined this operation. Mujahideen intensified their attacks over the Jalalabad military divission, airport, regiment no 81 and Khad's headquarter with artillery and heavy machineguns inflicting severe losses to the puppet regime's forces.

According to a reliable source, commander Eng. Zabihullah of Hezbi Hekmatyar was martyred alongwith a Mujahid in the Sorkhrood district of Nangarhar province after the regime's forces fired missiles. Two other Mujahids sustained injuries.

The details did not reach so far to MIDIA till filling of this report, the report added.
October 13:

JALALABAD

Reliable sources informed MIDIA that Mujahideen attacked the communist regime’s posts in Kaj Gardi area, near Samir Khil, south east of Jalalabad city. As a result, 8 posts along with two tanks and a number of different weapons were captured.

The report added that the regime forces also received huge losses, but the details did not reach to MIDIA due to continuation of fightings.

According to the report the Jalalabad-Kabul highway was closed to traffic. And Mujahideen intensified artillery and rocket attacks over the Jalalabad city and its military installations and security posts.

GARDEZ

According to the reports reaching MIDIA Mujahideen captured three posts, killed and injured 30 soldiers and officers sitter an attack over the puppet regime’s forces in Cheken strategic area of the Gardez city, yesterday evening, Oct 13.

The report added that Mujahideen also captured a regime’s post while destroyed two tanks in the southern part of the Gardez city on the same date. A huge quantity of ammunition along with a tank was fell to Mujahideen during the operation.

PARTTA

Commander Sardar Khan from Paktia province informed MIDIA that Mujahideen launched operation over Yehya Khil area’s security posts of Sayed Karam district of Paktia province. As a result, a Kabul regime’s security post was captured while a number of militias and soldiers were killed on the spot. Mujahideen also captured a large quantity of arms and ammunition.

KABUL

Commander Abdul Hadi informed MIDIA that Mujahideen launched offensive over the security belt’s posts of Kabul city in Qara Doshman area of Shakardara district of Kabul province. As a result, 40 soldiers were killed while injured some others. Mujahideen also captured four heavy and 27 different light weapons, during the operation.

The report added, three Mujahids were martyred while four others were injured.

October 14:

KANDAHAR

Commander Zabit Jalil informed MIDIA’s office in Quetta that Mujahideen launched offensive over the regime’s posts in Karez Malang area of Kandahar province, on Oct 14. As a result several soldiers and militiamen were killed while captured five of them alive.

The report added, Mujahideen also captured a tank, two P.K. Machinegun, two rocket launchers, eight Kalashinkovs along with a quantity of ammunition during the operation.

LAGHMAN

According to the report MIDIA learnt, a tank was set on fire and all those on board were killed after Mujahideen attacked over the regime’s forces in Khuja Sahib area of Lughman province.

KABUL

According to reliable sources MIDIA learnt that Mujahideen launched operation over the regime’s positions around the Khuja Rawash airport and Char Maghz, Guda Khil, Balo Khil, Malang, Ghazqi and Karbola Char areas posts of Bagrami district in Kabul province. As a result a massive financial and human losses were inflicted to the regime forces. The report added, 20 soldiers were killed and injured and two tanks and a dump of ammunition were set ablaze after Mujahideen attacked over the regime’s forces in Wran Khil area of the said district recently.

ZABUL

Mujahideen launched operation over the military positions and security posts of the regime forces in Zabul province, recently. As a result 40 soldiers and militiamen were killed, while several others sustained injuries. Mujahideen also captured a post named "Toora" during the operations.

The report added a huge quantity of weapons and ammunition fell to Mujahideen. Five Mujahids were martyred, 17 others injured during the said attack.

LOGAR

According to a wireless message of commander Dr. Fazlullah, MIDIA learnt that Mujahideen launched offensive over Pul-i- Alam security posts on Oct 14. As a result, a number of Kabul regime’s militiamen and soldiers were killed while two military trucks were set on fire.
The report added that a security post by the name of Agha Mohammad post was also attacked in which an ammunition dump was exploded while a number of militia's were killed.

**JALALABAD**

Mujahideen commander Shura reported to MIDIA that Mujahideen today Oct 14 launched operations over the Samarkhil military Division capturing two tanks and a number of soldiers. A number of others were killed and injured.

Severe fighting was going on for capturing the said military division, the report added.

**PARWAN**

Mujahideen after launching a missile attack over the Bagram airbase from Voh-e-Safi area shot down an helicopter and its pilot along with its co-pilot were killed, recently.

The report added, the garrison of the airbase was fired with 20 fired with 20 missiles and received heavy losses. The commander of the garrison along with 20 soldiers were killed besides a number of others sustained injuries.

The report added, the airbase is closed for operating flights, however, the regime forces are continuously bombing the positions of Mujahideen.

**October 15:**

**KABUL**

A Mujahideen reliable source reported that Mujahideen attacked the communist regime's forces in Gul Dara sub-district of Shakar Dara district, Kabul province, at night Oct 15. As a result, Habibullah, the Director General of crimes Dept. and Mohammad Qasim the head of Watan communist party in the said sub-district along with one of its partners were killed while let. Col. Gula Jan the chief security forces, and Malem Wahid the sub-district's administrator along with a number of others were captured alive. Two others sustained injuries.

The report added that the captives were under the Mujahideen's investigations.

According to the details, MIDIA learnt that 44 kalashinkov rifles, three PK machineguns, a mortar, a rocket launcher, two sets of wireless (R-105) and a huge quantity of ammunition and logistics fell to Mujahideen. One cannon (76 mm), two tanks and a military vehicle were also destroyed.

The report added, three Mujahids sustained injuries during the operations.

**KABUL**

Mujahideen launched operation over the regime's forces in Tangi Sorobi, as a result a number of soldiers and militiamen were killed and injured while a strategic post named Sar-e-Ghera was captured. Commander Haji Abdul Jabar informed MIDIA through a wireless message added that Mujahideen also captured different types of weapons including, a cannon, a machinegun, and a mortar during the operation. Mujahideen still have a tight control of the Kabul-Jalalabad highway, the report added.

According to the report, Mujahideen launched offensive over the military division no 11, airbase, Qartarghi, Daronta, Shikh Misri, Perkand, and regiment No81 in the said provinces on the same date, destroying an Oragan's missiles launcher and inflicting heavy financial loses to the puppet regime's forces.

The report further added, two Mujahids were martyred, and four others were injured in the said attack.

**BALKH**

Commander Mawlawi Mohammad Alam informed MIDIA through his wireless message, that Mujahideen attacked over the security posts of Mazar-e-Sharif, the capital city of Balkh province. As a result several soldiers and militiamen were killed while five of them were captured alive after destruction of a post named Qawsan Haji Safdar.

The report added, Mujahideen also captured five kalashinkov, a Goryunov machinegun, along with a huge quantity of ammunition and food stuff during the operations. There was no report of losses on the Mujahideen side. The report concluded.

**October 16:**

**KABUL**

MIDIA learnt two Oragan rockets fired by the regime forces landed in landi Khybar close to the Pak-Afghan border today morning, Oct 16. No details were reached to MIDIA so far.

The report further said that regime's warplanes bombed the villages of the Hasar-e-Shahr district of Namidir province and Mujahideen's positions in Samarkhil, Casualties report is awaited.
KABUL

Mujahideen launched offensive over the Khuja Rawash airport and other positions in north-east part of Kabul city from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm, yesterday morning, Oct 16. As a result, the airport was closed for more than six hours. CommanderBidar informed MIDIA through a wireless message added that Mujahideen also launched missiles attack over the regime's positions and posts in Kharoti, Dawran Khil, Zindan, Malang and Band-i-Ghazi of Chakari area. As a result, Mujahideen destroyed a BM 13 launcher in Kharoti area and two other BM-13 launchers were destroyed in Dawran Khil. Malang and Zindan posts faced to damage after were attacked by Bagrami district's Mujahideen commanders Shura. The report added.

The report further added, a dump of ammunition was set on fire which burned for several hours in Band-i-Ghazi area of the said district, during the operation. No reaction occurred against Mujahideen in Kharoti and Dawran Khil areas and regime's forces have left Kharoti and Dawran Khil bases.

October 17:

HERAT

Mujahideen launched offensive over the regime's positions in Qala-i-Now and Qala-i-Maliki areas, Zindajan district of Herat province on Oct 15-17. As a result 16 militiamen were killed while destroyed and damaged seven posts. Commander General Ismail Khan reported to MIDIA's office in Quetta added that Mujahideen also set ablazed a tank during three days long operation. A Mujahid was martyred and three others sustained injuries. The report added.

CARDEZ

Zabit Omer, the representative of Mawlawi Jalaluddin Haqqani here in Peshawar informed MIDIA that Mujahideen have intensified a four-pronged attack over Gardez, the capital city of Paktia province since Thursday, Oct 17. As a result four posts were captured by the Mujahideen.

According to the report, these posts were located south-west of Gardez around the Major post of Saroli which was captured by the Mujahideen previously. All strivers of the regime's forces for recapturing of those four posts were repulsed by seven resistance of the Mujahideen, and fierce fightings are going on in the area.

According to the report Mujahideen have advanced from south of Gardez beyond Halim Qala and Banozai bases which had been captured by the Mujahideen previously. Now from the south Mujahideen are fighting from a distance of just 2 km to Gardez.

According to the report from three sides also severe fire exchanges of heavy weapons are going on between the Mujahideen and the communist regime's forces.

October 18:

KABUL

Mujahideen launched operation over the third security belt in the eastern part of the Kabul capital city. As a result, six tanks four vehicle were set on fire while a dump of ammunition was destroyed. Mujahideen commanders Shura informed MIDIA on the basis of commander Anwar Khan's wireless message that 4000 missiles blasted and fell in different areas arround the said post and caused a huge damage after the dump caught fire.

The report added, Mujahideen also attacked over the Jawar and laky's posts in the Sorobi district, recently. A result a Mujahid was martyred while three others were injured. The two posts were captured. The report further said that Kabul-Jalalabad highway was still closed and heavy fighting was going on between Mujahideen and communist forces in Wershmin-Tangi of Sorobi.

According to another report MIDIA learnt through Haji Din Mohammad, the security minister of IIIGA, that Mujahideen captured a strategic post of Shamshar's village near Dronta Dam.

HERAT

Mujahideen launched operation over the regime's positions in Qala-i-Maliki and Pul-e-Bazarak areas of Zindajan district, Herat province, on Oct 18. As a result eight communists were killed while several others were injured. Mujahideen also set on fire two vehicles during the operation. Commander General Ismail Khan informed MIDIA's office in Quetta that Mujahideen launched offensive over the regime's posts in Deh Kushk and Chat villages of Pashtoon Zarghoon district, in the said province, as a result several soldiers and militiamen were killed and injured. Mujahideen also inflicted heavy human and financial losses to the regime. Mujahideen captured a quantity of ammunition and weapons during the operation.
LOGAR

Mujahideen launched operation over the security posts of Logar province. As a result several soldiers and militiamen were killed and injured. Commander Haji Sayed Mohammad reported to MIDIA through a wireless message added, that Mujahideen set ablaze two vehicles and destroyed several regime's positions during the operation.

October 19:

JALALABAD

According to the report the regime's warplanes bombed the Mujahideen's positions in landi Khybar Torkham on Pak - Afghan border, today morning, at 8:30 am. No report of losses were reached to MIDIA so far. But civilians received a heavy financial losses after the regime's severe bombings over the Shinwar district last week. Fighting was still going on over Torghar, Qatarghi and Sorkh Rood areas of Samarkhil district of Nangarhar province. Mujahideen operation also going on regime's positions in Mehterlam, the capital city of Laghman province and Kabul-Jalalabad high way.

According to the report Kabul regime's continued bombings over the Mujahideen positions in the said areas. The details were not received to MIDIA so far.

SAMANGAN

According to reports reaching MIDIA Mujahideen attacked the communist regime's security posts in Aibak, the capital city of Samangan province. As a result, 25 soldiers and militiamen were killed while 10 others were wounded besides eight were captured alive. A post was also conquered and another was destroyed.

The report added, a Mujahid embraced martyrdom and three others sustained injuries in the said operation.

HELMAND

A Mujahideen reliable source informed MIDIA's office in Quetta, that Alawuddin, a communist regime's General was killed after his car struck a Mujahideen's planted mine in Lashkargah, the capital city of Helmand province. According to the report, he was due to visit the communist regime's posts in the city.

His car was completely destroyed and his guards whose exact number was not known were killed in the incident.

It may be noted that his is the third General after General Jalaluddin and General Anwar Hasil who were killed in fighting between Mujahideen and the regime's forces in Gardez, since last week.

HERAT

Commander General Ismail Khan informed MIDIA through wireless that Mujahideen launched missiles attack over the regime's positions in Zindaian district, western part of Herat city. As a result, a post (Pul-e-Bazarak) and several positions were destroyed.

The report added, that Mujahideen of Hazrat-e-Bilal's front have captured two villages Dikashak and Chat from communists forces in Pashtoon Zarghoon district of the said province.

KANDAHAR

Commander Haji Ata Mohammad informed MIDIA's office in Quetta that Mujahideen attacked over the regime's positions including military main in headquarters Qeshl-i-Jadid, division No-63, and military communication workshop in Kandahar. As a result a jeep vehicle was destroyed all on board were killed and destroyed several positions.

The report added, three militiamen were killed while sustained injuries several others during the operation.

HERAT

According to another report MIDIA learnt through commander general Ismail Khan, Mujahideen launched offensive over the regime's forces in Qala-i-Now area of Zindaian district Herat province on the same date. As a result six soldiers and militiamen were killed, while injured several others and heavy financial losses inflicted to the regime's forces.

October 20:

JOZJAN

According to the report MIDIA received five soldiers and militiamen were killed and several others sustained injuries after Mujahideen attacked over the regime's military convoy in Doki, Temorak's area, on the highway of Balkh and Jozjan province. Mujahideen also captured seven militiamen and soldiers along with their rifles and a quantity of ammunition during the operation. A Mujahid was also martyred. The report added.
FARYAB

Mohammad Naseem the chief of the staff of the military battalion No.95 of the military division No.53 was killed after Mujahideen launched operation over the regime's forces in Sarjek area of Darzab district, Faryab province. Commander Col. Shaker informed MIDIA, added, that 16 communists along with their rifles and rocket launchers fell to Mujahideen during the operation.

Meanwhile, MIDIA learnt through commander Sayed Abdul Aziz Agha, that heavy financial losses were inflicted to Mujahideen after the communist regime launched a two-day long missile attacks over the Mawlana area of the said province on Oct 20.

According to the report, 10 communists were killed and heavy financial losses were inflicted to the regime's forces in the exchange of fire.

October 21:

KABUL

Mujahideen after launching operation over defence ministry at Darulaman and Khwaja Rawash airport in Kabul set ablaze many military in Barrak and defence instalations besides shooting down an Helicopter. The Mujahideen commanders Shura in Peshawar informed MIDIA that Mujahideen also inflicted a large number of human losses to the regime forces.

In another report MIDIA learnt that Mujahideen also launched offensives over the regime's battalion No.8 of Qargha in west of the Kabul city besides the armour regiment No.15 in east of city on Oct 20-21. As a result the ammunition dumps and Oil depot of Pul-i-Charkhi took fire. A number of military equipments and two tanks were also destroyed during the operation.

Meanwhile, the ruling party's opponents after Managing a big explosion in Mirwais Maidan's logistics and food depot destroyed many logistics besides some parts of the depot's building. No details about further losses received to MIDIA till filing of this report.

KANDAHAR

According to details MIDIA's office received in Quetta through commander Feda Mohammad a BM-41 missile launcher was destroyed while Mujahideen launched attack over the Qeshl-i-Jadid of Kandahar province.

According to reliable sources reported MIDIA that Mujahideen launched operation over posts in Yakatoot area of Paghman district of Kabul province. As a result seven militiamen were killed while sustained injuries nine others. Mujahideen also destroyed a tank and a vehicle during the operation.

According to another report MIDIA received, a dump of ammunition was set on fire after Mujahideen launched missiles attack over the regime's Divission No.8 "Qargha" in the weastern part of Kabul city.

October 22:

BAGHLAN

Mujahideen attacked over the regime's posts in Doshi district of Baghlam province. As a result, four soldiers and militiamen were killed, two others injured and heavy financial losses were inflicted to the regime's forces. A Mujahid was also martyred during the attack.

GARDEZ

Mujahideen launched a missile attack over the regime's positions in Nasir Kando area of the Sayed Karam district, east of Gardez. As a result a post was captured while a huge quantity of ammunition was taken as booty. Fightings was continuing between the communist regime's forces and Mujahideen in south-western and south-eastern security belt of the Gardez city till filling this report.

October 23:

GARDEZ

MIDIA learnt through Mujahideen's provincial office of Paktia that Mujahideen repulsed a small offensive of the communist regime's forces when they aimed to recapture some of its lost strategic points in Gardez, the capital city of Paktia province.

According to the report, the attack was launched over the Bano Zai and Mailan positions of Mujahideen in southern points of Gardez and was confronted with severe counter attack of Mujahideen, killing and injuring a number of communists while three tanks, a BM-14, a canon and four military vehicles were captured. All those on board were killed. Dead body a Brgdr. of the regime's
military corpse who had not possessed any identity card was left behind after the puppet regime's forces retreated. Later on, a captured soldier identified the dead body of the communist office. The report added.

KABUL

According to the report MIDIA learnt through commander Dr. Wakil, Mujahideen launched offensive over the Seyakoh post in Karezmir area of Shakardara district in Kabul province. As a result, six soldiers and militiamen were killed and several others sustained injuries. Mujahideen also set ablaze a tank during the operation. The report added.

BALKH

Mujahideen launched offensive over the regime's positions in Mazar-e-Sharif city the capital of Balkh province. As a result, several soldiers and militiamen were killed and injured, besides destruction of several military positions in the area, two tanks, all on broad were destroyed. Commander Haji Sayed Mohammad informed MIDIA added that a Mujahid was also martyred during the operation.

KABUL

Mujahideen launched operation over the puppet regime's posts in Mahipar Electricity Dame's outskirts on Kabul-Jalalabad highway, 25 km. east to the Kabul city. As a result, 150 communists officers and soldiers were killed while four Scud launchers, seven tanks and 11 military vehicle were destroyed. Commander Mawlavi Enayatullah informed MIDIA through a wireless message added that Mujahideen also captured 67 officers and soldiers alive, along with three ZX-1, 85 Kalashinkov rifles, three RPG-7 rocket launchers a huge quantity of ammunitions and logistic materials. The report added, one Mujahid was martyred, seven others sustained injuries during the exchange of fire.

October 24:

BAGHLAN

Several militiamen and soldiers were killed and wounded while five of them surrendered to Mujahideen alongside their rifles after Mujahideen under commander Sayed Rasikh launched operation over the regime's security posts in Doshi district of the said province. There was no report of losses on the Mujahideen side.

KABUL

According to report MIDIA received through commander Abdul Razaq that 23 soldiers and militiamen were killed and 15 others fell to Mujahideen along with 30 light weapons after Mujahideen attacked the regime's positions in Goga Manda area between Sorobi and Mahipar on Kabul-Jalalabad highway. Four posts were also demolished during the operation, the report added.

The report further said, Mujahideen set on fire three tanks, four military vehicles along with some quantity of ammunition in the offensive. A Mujahid was martyred while two others were injured.

GARDEZ

The political office of the Mujahideen commanders Shura informed MIDIA that local Shura commanders the Paktia province launched artillery and rocket attacks over the besieged city of Gardez from its western side. As a result, two posts and two tanks were destroyed while four communist officers were killed along with ten militiamen.

In retaliation, the regime's war-planes severely bombed Mujahideen position and innocent residents of the area as a result martyring two Mujahids and wounding five others.

Severe fighting was reported between the regime's troops and Mujahideen in other parts of Gardez. The details, however, did not reach to MIDIA, the report added.

HAZAR

According to reports reaching MIDIA, Mujahideen attacked the communist regime's posts with heavy machineguns in the western part of the capital city of Chazni province. As a result, eight militiamen were killed along with their commander while a number of others sustained injuries. Huge financial losses were also inflicted to the regime's troops during the operation.

In retaliation, the puppet regime's jet fighters bombarded the villages of Ali Khil and Mirza Khil of the said province, as a result two women were martyred besides injuring three Mujahids on the spot. A number of houses and agricultural lands were also damaged in the carpet bombing.
October 25:

**GHAZNI**

Commander Mullah Paynda Mohammad reported MIDIA that Mujahideen launched operation over the regime's positions in the capital city of Ghazni province. As a result three militiamen were killed while several others sustained injuries.

A military base named Russian Unit and a vehicle were set ablaze. The report added that Mujahideen also set on fire one tank and several positions, after launching operation over the said area a day before. Several officers, soldiers and militiamen were killed and injured during the operation. The report added.

October 26:

**LOGAR**

The Khalifah Sahib center mosque was destroyed when the communist regime's jet fighters heavily bombed the residential areas of the Baraki Barak district of the logar province.

According to the Mujahideen reliable sources, MIDIA learnt that this bombardment was launched as to discourage Mujahideen's victorious attack over a regime's supply carvan in the said province. Destroying three tanks and killing those were on board.

The report added that the carvan intended to arrive in the Gardez besieged city via Pashki Babose to inhunce the regime's troops. As a result, it was confronted with severe counter attack of Mujahideen and was forced to retrecote to the logar province.

**JALALABAD**

According to reliable sources informed MIDIA that Mujahideen launched operation over the regime's positions in Nangarhar province. The report added, Mujahideen started their operation from north Qatarghi, Par kand, Chulmak and Chaparhar areas of Rodat district, from west Shikhl Meari's position and others posts of Sorkh Rood district. Details were not reached to MIDIA so far, but reportedly the Kabul-Jalalabad highway was still closed.

According to the report, the regime's jet fighters heavily bombed Hesar Shahi, Jazina, Ghazi Abad Farm, Chaparhar, Sorkh Rood and Khoginani's area inflicting casualties and material losses to locals. Heavy fighting was going on between the regime's forces and the Mujahideen in Samar Khil, Kama and Khewa, the report added.

**HERAT**

Mujahideen launched operation over the communists regime's security belt posts in Sehal Palak area, south of the capital city of Herat on Oct 26. As a result, Habibullah Bonga a notorious militia commander was killed while two posts were destroyed.

**LOGAR**

Mujahideen launched operation over the regime's security posts and positions in Pul-e-alam the capital city of Logar province. As a result several soldiers and militiamen were killed after destruction of four posts, two tanks and three military vehicles were also set on fire. Commander Haji Sayed Mohammad reported to MIDIA through a wireless message added that Mujahideen captured four Kalashnikov rifles, a rocket launcher, a wireless set alongwith a quantity of ammunition during the operation.

The report added, four Mujahids and three locals were martyred, five others sustained injuries, besides smashing of several houses during the regime's artillery and airforces attacks over the Mujahideen's positions and villages in the said area.

**GHOR**

Mujahideen launched offensive over the regime's military installations around the besieged capital city of Ghor province. As a result, 35 officers, soldiers, and militiamen were killed while several enemy's positions were destroyed. Commander Mawlai Mohammad Musa informed MIDIA's office in Quetta through a wireless message and added, that Mujahideen also captured a regime's commander, Mohammad Isbaq who was being under introgation.

October 27:

**LOGAR**

According to reliable source MIDIA learnt that Mujahideen under commander Sofi Sayed Mohammad launched offensive over the regime's posts in Tangi Shorab area of Balkh province. As a result, three militiamen were killed, while three others were captured by Mujahideen alongwith their rifles after the fall of their posts.

The report added heavy losses were inflicted to the local after the regime's aircraft severely bombed the said areas.
Kabul regime made havoc in the Nahrin district, Hassaan Tal area of the Baghlan province. After bombing the area seriously three civilians including a women and children embraced martyrdom and 12 others sustained injuries. Four houses and 35 catleheads were also destroyed. Commander Abdul Hai Haqjo reported MIDIA through a wireless message added that four civilians were martyred, eight others injured and huge damages were inflicted to the locals houses during the bombardment in Hassan Tal area on the same date.

October 28:

Logar

According to report MIDIA learnt through commander Muhibullah, five civilians were martyred and two other sustained injuries after the regime's heavily bombing over Faizullah Khan, Qala-i-Sabier, Kutekhkhal and Doshbini's villages of Logar province. Several houses were also destroyed during the bombardment. The report added.

Herat

According to report the MIDIA office in Quetta through commander general Ismail Khan, six regime's securitymen were killed and two ammunition dump were set on fire after Mujahideen attacked the regime's positions in Qalai-Maliki area of Zindajan district, Herat province. Two soldiers were also killed while three others sustained injuries during the exchange of fire in the said area the report said. Two Mujahids were injured during the operation, the report concluded.

October 29:

Paktia

According to reliable sources reported MIDIA that Mujahideen under commander Khalifa Faqir Mohammad launched operation over the regime's base "Markhor" of Chamkany district Paktia. As a result 20 soldiers were killed while 14 others sustained injuries, Mujahideen also destroyed a tank, two military vehicles alongwith three heavy weapons during the operation.

The report added, Mujahideen captured 10 Kalashinkovs, a mortar and a quantity of ammunition in the said attack. Three Mujahideen embraced martyrdom while injured one other, the report added.

October 30:

Balkh

Office of commander Shura reported to MIDIA on the basis of Maulawi Mohammad Alam's wireless message that Mujahideen launched missile attack over the Dehadadi airbase of Mazar-e-Sharif, capital of Balkh province. As a result, five jet warplanes were set ablazed.

The report added the targetted warplanes have completely burnt and heavy damages inflicted to the installations of the airbase, no report was reached MIDIA about the human losses so far.

According to details MIDIA learnt, Mujahideen captured two posts after they launched offensive over the communist regime's positions in Dawlat Abad district of the said province.

The report said, three officers and six soldiers were injured. Mujahideen also captured 25 different weapons and a quantity of ammunition during the operation, the report added.

Parwan

Mujahideen pushed back a regime's attack in Toria Chawk and Shar Shar area of Bagram district, Parwan province. As a result, several regime's people were killed and injured. The report added the communist regime aerial and ground attack was took place in the retaliation of Mujahideen's missiles attack over the Bagram airbase and Gardez city of Paktia.

The report added, Mujahideen handed over the regime's died bodies to a delegation which consist elders and were sent by the regime's to Mujahideen. Regime's forces have a plan to attack over the strategc spots of Tori Soki Shar Shar, Ghashi, and Sar Posah in near future, the report concluded.

Kandahar

According to reliable sources informed MIDIA's office in Quetta that Mujahideen launched operation over a regime's military base in Dand district of Kandahar province. As a result, eight soldiers and militiamen were killed and injured while 10 others alongwith the said base were captured.

The report added, Mujahideen also took 12 kalashinkov rifles, two PK machineguns, two mortars, two rocket launchers, a Dashaka machinegun and a quantity of ammunition and logistic materials during the operation.
HERAT

Mujahideen closed Herat-Toorghondi and Herat-Kandahar highways after they launched missile attacks over the regime's positions in Sarjangal area of the Gozara district, near the Herat airport. As a result, heavy financial and human losses were inflicted to the regime's forces. Commander Ghulam Yahya Akbari reported MIDIA's office in Quetta through a wireless message added that several regime's people were killed and five oil tankers were burnt after Mujahideen launched operation over the communist regime's supply convoy in Glo Gaw area of Adraskan district of Herat province on the same date. The convoy was going from Toorghondi port bordering Russia, to the Herat capital city.

According to another report MIDIA received, Mujahideen launched offensive over the military Division No 70 in Mir Dawud area, south of the Herat provincial city, on the mentioned date. As a result, several positions were destroyed and massive human losses were inflicted to the regime's forces. The details did not reach MIDIA till filling of this report.

October 31:

CHORE

Mujahideen launched operation over the communist regime's positions in Barkhana area of Chakhcharan, the capital city of Ghore province. As a result, a position was captured while several soldiers and militiamen were killed and injured. Commander Abdul Salam reported to MIDIA's office in Quetta through a wireless message added, that Mujahideen also captured different types of heavy and light weapons along with a quantity of food-stuff, during the operation.

According to another report MIDIA learnt through commander Lal Mohammad, a post and two vehicles were destroyed after Mujahideen attacked over the puppet regime's posts in Reg area near the Kandahar airport. Mujahideen also captured a vehicle and seven different weapons during the said attack, the report added.